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When I Look Into the Mirror and See You: Women,
Terror, and Resistance
By Margaret Randall

Rutgers University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 232 pages. Dimensions:
8.9in. x 6.4in. x 0.6in.Randall, feminist authorbiographer of Latin American revolutionary women,
documents the extraordinary stories of Nora Miselem Rivera and Maria Suarez Toro, disappeared
by the Honduran military in 1982, and released. They are an eye-opening exception to the tragic
numbers of permanently disappeared Latin Americans. The book breaks the silences surrounding
this event: first, the silences around Hondurass largely unexplored counterinsurgent past; second,
the silencing by Central Americas Left of womens progressive movements; and finally, the abusive
silencing by these movements when the two denounced the gendered nature of their abductions. . .
. Highly recommended. -Choice This powerfully written book allows us to feel deeply the particular
as well as the universal situation of women, their ways of survival and refusal to lose their vision of
economic and social justice. An important contribution to the emerging field of women and human
rights, and the intricate relations established between power and gender. -Margorie Agosn, editor
of A Map of Hope: Womens Writing on Human Rights, An International Literary Anthology, and
Women, Gender, and Human Rights: A Global Perspective In the early 1980s, in the midst of
Central...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. Yes, it really is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author write this pdf.
-- Roma Prohaska MD
These kinds of pdf is the ideal ebook accessible. Of course, it is actually play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. I realized this publication
from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Ms. Ruth Wisozk
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